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Get the latest expert analysis on European security, straight to your inbox. Sign up for the free ELN newsletter. 
 Sign up 
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Commentary








Is the bridge to peace in Ukraine too far? Principles for a future peace plan


Former ambassadors to NATO, Ahmet Üzümcü and Fatih Ceylan, look ahead at what a potential peace deal in Ukraine could look like. They write that neither mutual accusations nor wishful thinking can be taken as a guide to chart the future of broader European security. Instead, the focus should be on exploring peace by putting together potential elements of an enduring and sustainable deal that would ultimately serve the interests of global security.



9 April 2024
|
Ahmet Üzümcü and Mehmet Fatih Ceylan 


Euro-Atlantic Security 
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Commentary








The potential terrorist use of large language models for chemical and biological terrorism


In our latest New European Voices on Existential Risk (NEVER) commentary, Nicolò Miotto explores the potential existential risks stemming from the terrorist use of large language models (LLMs) and AI to manufacture chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) weapons. In the commentary he explores how LLMs and AI have enabled terrorist groups to enhance their capabilities so far, and what governments, the private sector, and NGOs need to do to mitigate future risks.



5 April 2024
|
Nicolò Miotto 
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Commentary








The Women Leader’s Podcast: Winds of change in Turkey? Decrypting the recent local elections


Ilana Bet-El, Senior Associate Fellow at the ELN, speaks with Zeynep Atikkan, a renowned Turkish journalist, on the ramifications of the opposition CHP party’s victory against President Erdogan’s AKP in Turkey’s recent local elections. Together, they dissect the state of Turkish politics, covering the economy, the Kurdish issue, the role of women in Turkish society, evolving political dynamics, and more.



5 April 2024
|
Ilana Bet-El and Florence Ferrando 
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Networks 







Our networks are at the heart of our policy impact. Reaching right across Europe they bring together established figures with emerging leaders who are all committed to better security for Europe. 




Read more about our networks
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Group statement








Statement by the Euro-Atlantic Security Leadership Group (EASLG): Shrinking the Zone of Confrontation and Competition: Principles for Euro-Atlantic Security and the Global Nuclear Order


Former and serving senior officials, military leaders, and experts from across the Euro-Atlantic region put forward seven principles for Euro-Atlantic Security and the Global Nuclear Order.



16 February 2024
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Group statement








Group Statement: Protecting nuclear arms control is a global imperative


Over 250 influential figures from 50 countries, including China, Russia, and the US, warn that nuclear arms control cannot fall victim to geopolitical competition



17 May 2023
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Group statement








Statement by the Euro-Atlantic Security Leadership Group (EASLG): Advancing Global Nuclear “Fail-Safe”


Former and serving senior officials, military leaders, and experts from across the Euro-Atlantic region call on all nuclear arms states to reduce the risk of nuclear blunder, and to cooperate to eliminate nuclear risks and threats.



16 February 2023
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Commentary








Why the Ukraine and Gaza wars mean Russia could now support a nuclear-armed Iran


Meir Javedanfar writes that Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine and the Israel-Gaza war mean that a nuclear Iran may no longer be viewed as a threat by the Russian leadership. Javedanfar argues that a nuclear Iran could boost Russia’s leverage in the Middle East and divert attention from its war in Europe.



3 April 2024
|
Meir Javedanfar 
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Commentary








Ok, Doomer! The NEVER Podcast – Climate change: A hot topic


Listen to the third episode of the NEVER podcast – Ok, Doomer! In this episode, we explore climate change; the existential risk that the general public is most familiar with. Featuring an exploration of how the climate crisis affects politics on the local, national and international levels, climate change as a “polycrisis”, and how the world in the past has managed to unite around policies that combat climate change such as closing the hole in the ozone layer.



26 March 2024
|
Jane Kinninmont, Edan Simpson, Ziya Meral, Jakob Gomolka, Jieqiong Duan and Katie Duffy 


Global Security 
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Commentary








Navigating cyber vulnerabilities in AI-enabled military systems


As countries continue incorporating AI into conventional military systems, they should prepare themselves for the risk that adversaries are likely already working to exploit weaknesses in AI models by threatening datasets at the core of AI. To address this, Alice Saltini writes that states should develop metrics to assess how cyber vulnerabilities could impact AI integration.



19 March 2024
|
Alice Saltini 


Emerging Disruptive Technologies and risk reduction 
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Report








Scenario building workshop report: “Europe after the war”


This report comes off the back of a two-day scenario-building workshop convened in October by the European Leadership Network and the Hanns Seidel Foundation in Istanbul. A diverse group of experts from Ukraine, Russia, and wider Europe gathered to explore the implications of several different outcomes of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on Europe. Read the full report to view the scenarios, participants’ comments, and policy recommendations for European leaders.



14 February 2024



Russia-West relations 
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Policy brief








Strategic stability on the Korean Peninsula: Dual crisis and risk reduction measures


North and South Korea are locked in a competitive cycle marked by efforts to balance each other’s increasing military capabilities. Jina Kim explores arms control and crisis stability on the Korean Peninsula and its impact on North Korea’s strategic calculations. The paper offers policy recommendations for South Korean policymakers to address these challenges.



7 February 2024
|
Dr Jina Kim 


Global Security 
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Policy brief








Balancing deterrence with assurances: Policy coordination between security partners in the Asia-Pacific


This ELN and APLN policy brief explores the challenges facing Australia, Japan, South Korea, and the UK in their security strategies towards China and North Korea. The paper argues that these security partners must balance deterrence strategies with providing assurances to adversaries.



31 January 2024
|
Joel Petersson Ivre, Oliver Meier, Dr Tanya Ogilvie-White and Rishi Paul 


Global Security 
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